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Javascript code reformat

While there are many great things that JavaScript can be used to enhance your sites and improve the visitor experience with your site, there are also a few things that JavaScript can't do. Some of these limitations are due to the fact that the script is running in the browser window and therefore cannot access the server
while others are the result of security that is in place to prevent the site from being able to tamper with your computer. There is no way to work around these limitations and anyone who claims to be able to perform any of the following tasks using JavaScript has not considered all aspects of whatever it is they are trying to
do. Using Ajax, JavaScript can send a request to the server. This request can read a file in XML or pure text format but it cannot be written to a file unless the so-called file on the server actually runs as a script to make the file write to you. JavaScript cannot access the database unless you use Ajax and have a server-
side scenario to perform database access for you. Although JavaScript is running on the client computer (the one where the site is being viewed) it is not allowed to access anything outside of the site itself. This is done for security reasons because otherwise a website will be able to update your computer to install who
knows what. The only exception to this is files called cookies that are small text files that JavaScript can write and read. The browser restricts access to cookies so that a certain website can only access cookies created by the same website. JavaScript cannot close the window if it does not open it. Again this is for
security reasons. Although websites from different domains may be displayed at the same time, either in separate browser windows or in separate frames in the same browser window, JavaScript running on a website belonging to one domain cannot access any information about a website from another domain. This
helps ensure that personal information about you can be known to the owners of a domain name that is not shared with other domains that have websites that you may have opened simultaneously. The only way to access files from another domain is to make an Ajax call to your server and have a server-side scenario
accessing another domain. Any images on your site are downloaded separately to the website display computer so that page viewers already have copies of all images by the time they view the page. The same is true of the actual HTML source of the site. The site needs to be able to decrypt any encrypted site in order
to be able to display it. Although an encrypted website may require JavaScript enabled so that the page can be decrypted so that the page can be displayed by a web browser, once the page has been decrypted anyone knows how to easily save a decrypted copy of the page source. Modern websites often combine all
their JavaScript into Single main scenario, .js big. This frequently contains scripts for all of your pages or routes, even if users only need a fraction of the page they're viewing. When JavaScript is delivered this way, the loading performance of your sites may be affected – especially with responsive mobile web design. So
let's fix it by performing JavaScript code separation. How to encode faster, lighter JavaScript What problems split code solves? When a web browser sees a &lt;script&gt;&lt;/script&gt;enter javascript modules and depend on them to be packaged together into one file at the time of construction. Splitting 'dynamic' code
adds the ability to identify points in your JavaScript that you want to split and lazy to load as needed. Modern JavaScript uses dynamic import() declarations to achieve this. We'll talk about this as soon as possible. Split provider code: The frameworks and libraries you rely on (e.g. React, Angular, Vue, or Lodash) can
hardly change the scripts you send down to your users, often 'logical' for your site. To reduce the negative impact of disabled cache for users returning to your site, you can divide your 'provider' into a separate script. Split entry-point code: The entry is the starting point in your website or application that a tool like
Webpack might look to build your dependency tree. Ripping by items is useful for pages where the client side routed is not used or you are relying on a combination of server and client side rendering. For our purposes in this article, we will focus on dynamic code separation. Embarking with splittingLet code optimizes the
JavaScript performance of a simple three-number sorting application through code separation – this is an application of my colleague Houssein Djirdeh. The work process that we will use to quickly load JavaScript is measurement, optimization, and monitoring. Starting here. Performance measurementBefore trying to
add any optimizations, we will first measure the performance of our JavaScript. When the magic classification application is stored on Glitch, we will use its coding environment. Here's how:Click the Live display button. Open DevTools by pressing CMD+OPTION+i / CTRL+SHIFT +i.Select network table. Make sure Turn
off Cache and reload the app. This simple application seems to be using 71.2 KB JavaScript just to sort through a few numbers. That certainly doesn't seem right. In our source src/index.js, Lodash utility library is imported and we use sortBy - one of its sorting utilities - to sort our numbers. Lodash offers some useful
functions but the app uses only one method from it. It is a common mistake to install and import all third-party depend depends when in fact you only need to use a small part of it. Optimize your planThere are a few options available to trim the size of our JavaScript plan: Write custom sorting methods instead of relying
on third-party libraries. Use Array.prototype.sort(), which is integrated into the browser. Enter only sortBy method from Lodash instead of the entire library. Download the code only to sort when the user needs it (when they click the button). Options 1 and 2 are suitable for reducing the size of our package - these can
make sense for a real app. For the purpose teach, we will try something different. Options 3 and 4 help improve the performance of your app. Just enter the code you need We will modify a few files to import only the sortBy the only method we need slowly Let's start with replacing our lodash dependency in
package.json:lodash: ^4.7.0,with this:lodash.sortby: ^4.7.0,In src/index.js, we will enter this more specific module: js import ./style.css; import _ from lodash; enter sortBy from lodash.sortby; Next, we'll update how the values are sorted:js form.addEventListener(submit, e=&gt; { e.preventDefault(); const value =
[input1.valueAsNumber, input2.valueAsNumber, input3.valueAsNumber]; const sortEdValues = _.sortBy(values); const sortValues = sortBy(values); results.innerHTML = &lt;h2&gt; ${sorted value} &lt;/h2&gt; Reloading the magic number app, opening the Developer Tools, and reviewing the Network dashboard. But
there's still plenty of room for improvement. JavaScript splittingwebpack code is one of the most popular JavaScript module bundlers used by web developers today. It 'bundles' (combines) all your JavaScript modules and other assets into readable web browser static files. The only packages in this application can be
divided into two separate scenarios: One is responsible for the code that makes up the original route. Others contain our classification code. Using dynamic input (with import() keywords), a second scenario can be lazy loaded on demand. In our magic numbers app, the code that makes up the script can be loaded as
needed when the user clicks the button. We start by eliminating top-level imports for sorting methods in src/index.js: importBy from lodash.sortby; Import it in the event that fires when the button is clicked on:form.addEventListener(send, e=&gt; { e.preventDefault(); import('lodash.sortby') .then(module =&gt;
module.default) .then(sortInput()) .catch(err =&gt; { alert(err) }); This dynamic import() feature that we're using is part of a standard tracking proposal to include the ability to automatically import modules in the JavaScript language standard. Webpack supported this syntax. You can read more about how importing works in
this article. An import() sentence returns Promise when it is resolved. Webpack considers this as a dividing point where it breaks out into a separate scenario (or paragraph). Once the module is returned, module.default is used for reference export defaults provided by lodash. Promise is stringed with a .then() calling a
sortInput method to sort three input values. At the end of the Promise series, .catch() is called to handle where Promise was rejected due to an error. In an actual production application, you should handle the import errors appropriately. Simple warning notifications (similar to what's used here) are what's used and may
not provide the best user experience to let users know something's wrong. Where you see a linting error such as Syntax Analysis imports and exports can only appear at the highest level, knowing that this is because the dynamic syntax has not been completed. Although Webpack supports it, it, installation for ESLint (a
JavaScript linting tool) used by Glitch has not been updated to include this syntax but it still works. The last thing we need to do is write the sortInput method at the bottom of our file. This has been a function that returns a function that is in the import method from lodash.sortBy. Nested functions can sort three input
values and update DOM:const sortInput = () =&gt; { return (sortBy) =&gt; { const values = [ input1.valueAsNumber, input2.valueAsNumber, input3.valueAsNumber ]; const sortedValues = sortBy(values); results.innerHTML = ' &lt;h2&gt; ${arranged value} &lt;/h2&gt; ' }; } Monitor the numbersNow let's reload the application
one last time and keep a close eye on the Network panel. You'll notice how to download only a small original package when the app loads. After the button is clicked to sort the input numbers, the script/chunk containing the sort code is taken and implemented. Do you see how the numbers are still sorted as we



expected? Separating JavaScript code and lazy loads can be very useful to cut down on the original package size of your application or website. This can directly lead to faster page load times for users. Although we've considered adding split code to a vanilla JavaScript application, you can also apply it to applications
built with libraries or frameworks. Lazy downloads with JavaScript library or frameworkM a lot of popular frameworks support adding code separation and lazy loading using dynamic input and Webpack.Here is how you can lazy download movie 'descriptive' components using React (with React.lazy() and their Suspense
feature) to provide Loading... backup while the component is being loaded lazy (see here for more details):import React, { Suspense } from 'react'; const Description = React.lazy(() =&gt; import('./Description')); App() function { return ( &lt;div&gt;&lt;h1&gt;My Movie&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;Suspense fallback=Loading... &gt;
&lt;Description&gt;&lt;/Description&gt; &lt;/Suspense&gt;&lt;/div&gt; ); Splitting code can help reduce the impact of JavaScript on your user experience. Definitely consider it if you have a larger JavaScript package and when in doubt, don't forget to measure, optimize, and track. This article was originally published among
317 of the net, the world's best-selling magazine for web designers and developers. Buy issue 317 here or sign up here. Related articles: articles:
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